
                                    

Present:- Sri N. J. Haque, CJM, Sonitpur, Tezpur 

Dhekiajuli PS Case No.427/2021 
GR Case No-2472/2021 
U/S-366(A)/34 of IPC 

 
ORDER 

27.07.2021 

C.R put up today along with bail petition no-433/2021 

filed by petitioner named Sri Pradip Nag praying bail of 

accused person, named, Sri Joydeb Nag.    

Heard both the sides and perused the petition with the 

case record.  

On perusal of the case record it unveiled before this 

court that criminal law sets in motion closely on 

25.07.2021 lodging an ejahar by the informant Sri Gaya 

Nath Biswas alleging that on 24.07.2021 at around 01:30 

AM, accused Sri Joydeb Nag with the help of co-accused 

named Sri Raju Ch. Das had kidnapped his minor 

daughter named Miss “X” (name withheld) aged about 

16 years from his house.  

Subsequently, Dhekiajuli PS Case No. 427/21 was 

registered u/s-366(A)/34 of IPC and thereafter, accused 

persons, namely, Sri Joydeb Nag and Sri Raju Ch. Das 

had apprehended and produced them before the court 

on 26.07.2021 and since then they have been 

languishing in judicial custody.  

At this stage without entering into the merits of entire 

dispute in hand this court finds that the investigation is 

pending at premature stage.  

The alleged offence is non-bailable and cognizable in 

nature. The nature of alleged offence deserves 

meticulous investigation. 
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More also, the I.O also deserves a fare chance to open 

the entire jacket from the alleged incident holding a 

proper and comprehensive investigation.  

Therefore, bearing in mind all the aspect this court not 

finds anything sensible upon which the bail prayer of 

accused person, named, Sri Joydeb Nag may be 

considered at this stage. More also, release of the 

accused person from judicial custody may hamper and 

temper the investigation of this case.      

Hence, in the result bail prayer of the accused named, 

Sri Joydeb Nag stands rejected due to devoid of any 

merits.  

Also seen the petition bearing No. 432/2021 filed by the 

petitioner, named, Sri Pradip Nag praying for zimma of 

Motor Cycle (Newly purchase), Chassis No-

MD2A11CX8LRF81910 and Engine No-DHXRLF75930 

mentioned in the instant petition which was seized in 

connection with this case.  

Heard both sides and perused the petition with case 

record. 

Considering the nature of petition, this Court thinks it 

deem fit and proper to call for a police report to arrive at 

a proper conclusion of prayer filed by the petitioner. 

The I/O is directed to submit a report of ownership of 

the aforesaid seized vehicle and whether the same is 

required for further investigation or not in this case. 

Let a copy of this order be transmitted to the I.O 

concerned along with the instant petition.        

Fixing 31.07.2021 for report of ownership. 

 

       Sri N. J. Haque 
          Chief Judicial Magistrate 

                  Sonitpur, Tezpur 


